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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETS 

     
       Docket No.: 12-CV-10805-NMG 
 
 
DISCOUNT VIDEO CENTER, INC., 
 
 Plaintiff, 
 
 v. 
 
DOES 1-29, 
 
               Defendants 
 

 
DOE 22’s MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER  

WITH SUPPORTING MEMORANDUM 
 
 Doe 22 moves for a protective order prohibiting Discount Video, its counsel, and 

anyone working on their behalf from contacting subscribers without prior approval of the 

Court. 

 The Court is currently considering motions to quash and sever by several Doe 

defendants, and has ordered the parties to confer and propose a revised COURT 

DIRECTED NOTICE CONCERNING ISSUANCE OF SUBPOENA that is consistent 

with plaintiff’s counsel’s agreement at the July 30 hearing that no subscriber has yet been 

named as a defendant. Counsel have shared their proposed versions and do not agree on 

the appropriate language. Doe 22’s proposal makes the necessary correction, but also 

deals with the two fundamental problems presented by the Court-approved package of 

documents Comcast sends the subscribers after it receives the subpoena. The problems 

are: 
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 a)  The Plaintiff Must Be Prevented From Again Using the Court Notice As a 
 Collection Tool  
 
 Whether or not the revised notice tells subscribers they are defendants, it says 

their identities will be “disclosed” and linked to Anal Cum Swappers 2 unless they hire 

lawyers and fight (sounds expensive and risks public shaming) or call plaintiff’s counsel 

and “reach a settlement agreement without your name ever appearing in the public 

record” (a quick and sure solution). As Doe 22’s pending Motion to Quash and Sever and 

Supplemental Memorandum point out, this Court-approved communication is a superb 

collection tool, and undoubtedly leads some subscribers to pick up the phone and settle, 

even if they could never be found liable for copyright infringement. The attached revised 

notice and proposed protective order (see below) are designed to prevent the plaintiff 

from sending what amounts to a collection letter that appears to bear the seal of approval 

of the federal court. 

 
b) The Plaintiff Cannot Be Trusted to Communicate Directly With Subscribers 
 
 As explained in Doe 22’s Supplemental Memorandum, once the Internet Service 

Providers give Mr. Cable the names and addresses of subscribers, Mr. Cable’s next 

move—with no further investigation—is to send subscribers an extortionate letter that 

gives them three weeks to pay several thousand dollars, failing which “we will formally 

name you as a defendant (i.e., as an alleged infringer of Plaintiffs copyright 

in the above-named motion picture) in the above-identified case. . . .” (Doe 22’s 

Supplemental Memorandum, Exhibit A.)  

 The collection letter sent to subscribers contradicts Mr. Cable’s agreement with 

the Court on July 30 that he is not treating subscribers as defendants. It demonstrates that 
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Copyright Enforcement Group and clients like Discount Video just want the subscriber 

mailing list, after which their strategy is to bypass the federal court and use direct 

communications with subscribers to extort settlement. CEG and Discount Video could 

not care less who the infringer is: they intend to extort settlements from subscribers, 

regardless of liability, and they have no intention of undertaking the discovery necessary 

to find infringers. 

 At the July 30 hearing, and in a variety of submissions to the Court in this and 

other pending infringement cases, the plaintiffs and Mr. Cable protest that they truly 

intend to find the infringers, not just shake down the subscribers. If this is the case, then 

they should have no objection to a revised notice that does not direct subscribers to Mr. 

Cable and implicitly suggest that calling him and settling is the simplest and surest way 

to avoid public disclosure. They also should not object to a protective order with the 

following provisions: 

a) Once the subpoenaed ISPs disclose subscriber information to Mr. Cable, he 
may not disclose that information to Discount Video, to CEG or to anyone other 
than attorneys and staff at his law firm without prior approval of the Court. 
 
b) Mr. Cable, CEG and Discount Video may not communicate with the 
subscribers without prior court approval of the content and timing of the 
communication. 
 
c) Mr. Cable may not disclose subscriber names or information in filings with this 
Court, including any Motions to Amend to name individual subscribers as 
defendants, without prior approval of the Court. 
 
d) Mr. Cable may not subpoena subscribers to discovery depositions without prior 
approval of the Court. (The reason for this proposed order--aside from the fact 
that all ex parte early discovery requires Court approval--is that a subpoena from 
Mr. Cable could, judging by the content of the letter quoted above, include none-
too-subtle suggestions that the deposition can be called off if the subscriber 
contacts Mr. Cable and settles. The Court should, given the abuse of the discovery 
process to date, make sure that deposition subpoena package served on 
subscribers does not contain renewed extortionate communications and invitations 
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to settle.) 
 

 A plaintiff who legitimately wanted to find the liable party and collect damages 

from them would have no difficulty with the revised notice and proposed protective 

order. But Discount Video and CEG don’t have such legitimate aims and they will, in all 

likelihood, simply abandon this lawsuit once it ceases to be a convenient vehicle for 

collecting subscriber names and addresses. At this point, Doe 22’s investigation shows 

that CEG’s “monetization” strategy aims at quick, informal settlements with subscribers 

at three stages. The first occurs when ISP’s send their subscribers infringement notices 

(typically emails) after receiving DMCA complaint notices from copyright holders.  

According to CEG “Chief Technology Officer” Jon Nicolini, some subscribers contact 

the copyright holders and settle at this stage. (Complaint, Exhibit A.) The next stage is 

triggered by filing suit against numerous Doe defendants and subpoenaing the account 

subscribers’ names and addresses. When subscribers learn their names are being 

subpoenaed (and that they can preserve their reputations by calling plaintiff’s counsel and 

settling), a second group of subscribers seeks settlement. The third stage occurs when the 

ISPs turn over the names of subscribers in response to the subpoenas. At this point, CEG 

and the attorneys who work with it send threatening letters directly to the subscribers and 

negotiate another round of settlements. At every stage of this strategy, CEG and its 

clients have no interest in learning the identity of the guilty infringer. To the contrary, 

their strategy focuses exclusively on pressuring the subscribers--first indirectly, through 

DMCA notices and court-approved subpoenas to the ISPs, then with direct mailings after 

the ISPs provide subscriber names. At no point in this approach do CEG and Discount 

Video care whether the subscriber is the infringer. 
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 The proposed protective order would prevent CEG’s clients from using subpoenas 

or personal information to establish direct (extortionate) communication with subscribers. 

It would prevent further misuse of the federal court’s powers by requiring Discount 

Video to pursue the liable parties with a legitimate approach to copyright litigation, using 

discovery to identify the infringers and amending the complaint to name them. Unless the 

Court issues such a protective order, the Court will continue to facilitate CEG’s abusive 

litigation strategy, which seeks only to pressure subscribers into settling and considers the 

identity of infringers to be unimportant. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Defendant, 
John Doe No. 22, 
 
 
/s/ Samuel Perkins       

    Samuel Perkins, BBO# 542396 
    Thomas R. Donohue, BBO# 643483 
    Gregor A. Pagnini, BBO# 667659 
    Evan C. Ouellette, BBO# 655934 

BRODY, HARDOON, PERKINS & KESTEN, LLP 
One Exeter Plaza 
Boston, MA 02116 
(617) 880-7100 
sperkins@bhpklaw.com 
tdonohue@bhpklaw.com 
gpagnini@bhpklaw.com  
eouellette@bhpklaw.com  

 
DATED: August 6, 2012 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 
 I hereby certify that on August 6, 2012, the foregoing document, filed through the 
ECF system, will be sent electronically to the registered participants as identified on the 
Notice of Electronic Filing, and paper copies will be served via first-class mail to those 
indicated as non-registered participants. 
 
 
    /s/ Samuel Perkins      
    Samuel Perkins, BBO# 542396 
 
DATED: August 6, 2012 

 

CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO LOCAL RULE 7.1(A)(2) 

 I hereby certify that I attempted to confer with the Plaintiff’s attorney on August 

6, 2012, by telephone and by email in a good faith attempt to resolve or narrow the issues 

raised in this motion, but that we have been unable to do so. 

    /s/ Samuel Perkins      
    Samuel Perkins, BBO# 542396 
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COURT-DIRECTED NOTICE REGARDING ISSUANCE OF SUBPOENA  
 
Discount Video Center, Inc. (“Discount Video”), the copyright holder of a film entitled Anal 
Cum Swappers 2, (“ACS2”) has issued a subpoena to your Internet Service Provider (“ISP”) to 
obtain your name, address and certain other information about your account. The subpoena has 
been issued because Discount Video alleges that your Internet service was used to upload and/or 
download ACS2 in violation of Discount Video’s copyright. This notice is intended to inform 
you of some of your rights and options.  
 
YOUR INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER HAS NOT DISCLOSED YOUR NAME TO 
DISCOUNT VIDEO YET. YOUR NAME WILL BE DISCLOSED IN 30 DAYS IF YOU 
DO NOT CHALLENGE THE SUBPOENA  
 
Your name has not yet been disclosed. Discount Video has given your Internet Service Provider 
information about the internet connection used for the alleged copyright infringement, and your 
Internet Service Provider has determined that your account was used to carry out the alleged 
downloading/uploading of ACS2. You are not a defendant, and will not become a defendant 
unless Discount Video learns additional information suggesting that you personally carried out 
the alleged downloading/uploading. Discount Video is subpoenaing information about your 
account in order to help it investigate who did the alleged unlawful downloading/uploading.  
 
The Court has issued an order prohibiting Discount Video from disclosing your name in this 
lawsuit or publicly unless and until Discount Video learns enough new information to justify 
accusing you personally of downloading ACS2. The Court has also issued an order prohibiting 
Discount Video from contacting you except through written communications approved by the 
Court or subpoenas approved by the Court. 
 
If you wish to prevent your name from being disclosed to Discount Video at all, you can 
challenge the subpoena in Court. You have 30 days from the date that this notice is sent to file a 
motion to quash or vacate the subpoena. If you file a motion to quash the subpoena, your identity 
will not be disclosed until the motion is resolved. The second page of this notice can assist you in 
locating an attorney, and lists other resources to help you determine how to respond to the 
subpoena. If you do not file a motion to quash, at the end of the 30-day period, your Internet 
Service Provider will send Discount Video your identifying information. 
 
OTHER ISSUES REGARDING THE LAWSUIT 
 
To maintain a lawsuit against a person in the District Court of Massachusetts, the movie studio 
must establish jurisdiction over a person in Massachusetts. If that person does not live or work in 
Massachusetts, or visit the state regularly, that person may be able to challenge the 
Massachusetts court’s jurisdiction over them. If the challenge is successful, the case in 
Massachusetts will be dismissed, but the movie studio may be able to sue that person in another 
state where there is jurisdiction. 
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RESOURCE LIST  
 
The organizations listed below provide guidance on how to find an attorney. If you live in or 
near Massachusetts or Boston, the second and third listings below provide referrals for local 
attorneys. 
 
American Bar Association http://apps.americanbanorg/legalservices/iindlegalhelp/home.cfm 
  
Massachusetts Bar Association  
http://www.massbar.org  
Lawyer referral service: (617) 33 8-0610  
 
Boston Bar Association  
http://www.bostonbar.org  
Lawyer referral service: (617) 742-0625  
 
The organizations listed below have appeared before other courts around the country in similar 
lawsuits as “friends of the court” to attempt to protect what they believe to be the due process 
and First Amendment rights of Doe defendants. 
 
Electronic Frontier Foundation  
454 Shotwell Street  
San Francisco, California 941 10-1914 
E-mail: information@eff.org 
  
Public Citizen  
1600 20th Street, NW  
Washington, DC 20009 
Phone: (202) 588-7721  
E-mail: litigation@citizen.org  
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